
Bug ID Summary

897692 Dutch translation errors in the Vibe Add-In for MS Office

920880 Not recognized property warning during startup with an Oracle 1.8 JDK

924572 Strange underlined sentences within a wiki entry ...

942648 Add ability to mark all entries as read

944495 Entries with danish letter Ã†Ã˜Ã… do not show picture

945597 When navigating to a workspace or folder via a Workspace Tree Accessory the JSP-style folder & workspace view is rendered

954943 Calendar events hovering - no event title and time in days view

959069 Folder description is lost when copying the folder

959074 Show Only When in Workflow State element doesn't work in Entry View when it's inside a table

959610 Change of the simpleUrl in ssf-ext.properties (simpleurl.ctx=/go ) is not working anymore

960355 Order of columns in the template for data not getting saved

966414 Vibe:Localization: German issue for 'shared' in file sharing notification

968732 Vibe:FR:Localization, French issue in the 'access rights' information 'i' shows up in English when sharing

975116 Sorting items on certain columns not working

991517 Vibe 4.0.1 at CSIR performance is slow

996876 Workspace copy may lose workflow associations

996953 Confusing error message for concurrent editing:  "Document was updated by JOE USER"

997905 Re-configuring Search Appliance reverses Lucene patches

998240 Admin cannot change external users password

1000490 Days of month not translated in French when using the date picker widget in Vibe 4.0.2

1001241 Bug in Defintion Builder

1004747 Entry description is emptied after editing a section if sections are used

1005116 MCE editor in 4.0.2 loses Table formatting

1005968 Editing Team membership loses the allow external user flag and also removes team members

1007107 Vibe 4.0.2 login page - GetViewInfoCmd failed when accessing a task permalink

1009143 OWASP HTML Sanitizer and Wikis in 4.0.2-P1

1011946 Keyshield SSO issue for some users

1012179 Icons are not clickable if Vibe 3 formatting option is not selected in Local Definitions on a workspace

1013262 Vibe:ptbr:Bad translation - "My Workspace"

1013343 Report of External User has missing information under the Email Address Column

1014070 HTML Sanitizer is stripping out <map> HTML

1017369 Clearing votes in surveys does not work with written votes

1018584 Custom jsps adding ".jsp" to end of parameters

1019437 Vibe:Help Information regarding Access Rights in French display the same text for Viewer and Editor

1020399 Your session has timed out pop-up errors in 4.0.2

1021736 Lucene service fails to start on SLES with Oracle JDK

1024107 TinyMCE sanitation of HTML anchor #

1025321 Parallel Workflow threads are being left forever in the SS_WorkflowStates table

1025705 Vibe 4.x calendar translation for month of year - Spanish

1025946 Voting on surveys does not work from workspace page enhanced view



1030778 Copying filters from one folder to another does not work under Vibe 4

1031220 Vibe4.0.3_LOC:ALL:Overlocalized string "Ideas Portal" under admin list in Vibe Web Console

1031423 Vibe4.0.3_LOC:HU,DA:Inconsistent translation of "Viewer" between "Share" dialog and "Access Rights" dialog

1031455 Vibe4.0.3_LOC:NL:Inconsistent string "CSV" in the "Select the CSV Delimiter to Use" dialog

1031456 Vibe4.0.3_LOC:JA,DA:Inconsistent translation "Editor" between "Share" dialog and "Access Rights" dialog

1031610 Vibe4.0.3:Placeholders instead of normal date in the "Creation Date" column of the "External User Report"

1034750 Vibe 4.0.2 - Patch 2 introduces garbage in column E of External User Report


